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1

Foreword

The electronic heat cost allocator fulfils all the necessary requirements of the market and, with its design variants and flexible configuration options, covers nearly the whole range of heat cost recording
using heat cost allocators.
In many cases, flexible access to the consumption data is required so that an interim bill can be easily
generated. This is achieved using “intelligent consumption data management” and can be extended to
such an extent that the consumer can monitor and optimise their consumption behaviour (smart metering).
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2

General

The devices can easily be attached to all common types of commercial radiators using miscellaneous
mounting parts. Corresponding installation instructions are available. The device is also available as a
remote sensor model.
Configuration of the device can be performed very easily and flexibly via the device interface and a PC
software package. Likewise, a very quick and fault-free read-out can be obtained via this interface. A
special interface is necessary for communication with the device, the “KoKo” read head, which can be
connected (currently via USB) to a suitable computer (PC, laptop, etc.).
It is possible to measure the consumption in units. Alternatively, consumption can also be measured
in product values; for this, valuation relevant factors are available (Kc-values) for common radiators,
which can then be very easily entered into the device via the device interface.
If required, the heat cost allocator casing can be configured and marked according to customer
wishes.
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3

Function description

3.1

Brief description

The electronic heat cost allocator is a battery operated electronic meter with an LCD display and, dependent on the model, an integrated wireless module for remote read-out.
The device is available as a 1 sensor system, as a 1 sensor system with start sensor and as a 2 sensor
system. It measures temperatures, calculates consumption units using correction factors (Kc values)
and outputs these to the display.
The consumption data can be transmitted wirelessly at adjustable time intervals and periods so that
the consumption data can be flexibly made available to both the billing company and the consumer.
The meter uses special measures to prevent energy being metered when the radiator is not giving off
any heat (suppression of cold metering). By taking these special measures into consideration, it is
possible to measure the temperature very accurately and measure even the smallest of consumptions.
3.2

Device interface

The device interface is a modern, inductive data interface enabling quick, bi-directional data exchange. A specially developed KoKo communication head is required for use of the interface. A range
of miscellaneous PC programs is available for simple device configuration or for easy reading out of
the consumption data.
A device password is used for access authentication to protect against unauthorised use of the interface. Moreover, sensible encryption mechanisms are provided.
The interface has a robust design which protects against tampering and prevents interference from
electromagnetic radiation.
3.3

Radio

If the device is equipped with unidirectional radio, the appropriate configuration software can be used
to easily and flexibly set the radio variant, wireless periods, wireless ranges and the transmission
power. Figure 2.3 illustrates the setting options in an example.
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Installation radio:
As soon as the device enters normal operating mode, i.e. it is attached to the radiator and provided
with a tamper-evident seal, then after 10 minutes installation radio activated and the device transmits
at 2 minute intervals irrespective of other settings up until the end of the calendar day.
3.3.1 OMS wireless
If the device is configured for the radio variant OMS wireless, it transmits according to the wireless
standard of the “Open Metering System Specification” (T1-mode). Here the consumption data are encrypted with an AES-128 key according to the OMS specification.
The wireless time points are configured via the inductive device interface. By default, transmission is
set to a 4 hour cycle. Likewise the emitting power of the aerial is configured in the following steps: -5
dBm, 0 dBm, +5 dBm.
In general a MUC (Multi Utility Controller) is used as the receiver, from where the data can then be
further transmitted, e.g. via GPRS or via an ADSL cable. In this way consumption data management
(smart metering) accurate to one day is possible. The wireless range can be considerably extended
using OMS-enabled repeaters.
Using a mobile OMS receiver (WBF-1-OMS) the wireless signal can be directly collected using a mobile
computer. In contrast to a typical walk-by radio system, the 15 end-of-month values are not received.
A detailed description of the OMS radio telegram of the device is contained in the appendix.
3.3.2 Data logger wireless
To store the heat cost allocator consumption values in data loggers (data concentrators), a range of
OMS receivers can be purchased with data logger functions. As these devices are continuously being
further developed, the user must continuously keep abreast of the latest options.
To be able to use these wireless variants, the device must be set to the radio variant OMS wireless,
the wireless interval and the wireless incidence can in this respect be set individually in contrast to the
recommendations of the OMS specification, e.g. daily, monthly or annual wireless transmission.
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3.3.3 Walk-by radio
For wireless reading without a data logger, the device can be configured as a walk-by radio variant. In
contrast to OMS wireless, the radio telegram contains the end-of-month values of the last 15 months.
The wireless time points are individually and very flexibly configured via the inductive device interface.
In this way it is possible that for example 6 weeks after the due date the wireless data can additionally be sent on the first 5 work days of every month.
A special receiver (WBF-1) is necessary that is connected to a computer (laptop, tablet, etc.). During
the pre-set wireless periods, an entire property can be read from directly in front of the front door or,
in the case of larger buildings, from the stairwell. It can be directly seen on the laptop display which
devices have been received. Likewise detected errors are immediately displayed.
To achieve an as-high-as-possible range, the transmission power of the device should by set to the
maximum level for walk-by radio read-out.
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3.4

Display

The device display is an LCD which is inclined slightly upwards to make it easier to obtain a read-out.
3.4.1 Display sequence
The display sequence is scrolling. After the required displays, it can be switched off under the conditions given below.
Actual consumption display

6s

Due date consumption display

2s

Flashing
M

2s

*

3 months before reaching the due date, the whole display flashes
Check number
Can optionally be switched off (the check number is
used to detect reading errors)

2s

*

Segment test (flashing)
Can optionally be switched off when using radio-EHKV
(electronic heat cost allocator); however if the readout is to be made via the display for billing, the segment test should be switched on.
Valuing method: k = product-valued otherwise unitvalued measuring method:

2s

1F – single sensor; 2F – two sensor;
1FS – single sensor with start sensor
Due date: Here 31.12. at 24:00
2s

*

Product-valued Here KQ = 9.99 kWh

2s
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Flashing

2s

Flashing

Can only be switched off if the device has been set to
“unit-valued”.
Additional message when the battery is nearly empty;
generally only after 11 years. If a “bbAtLo – message”
is displayed, a possible “OPEn – message” is suppressed.
Additional message if the device has been opened.
The message remains saved until it is reset by an authorised person. This message is not displayed, if the
“BatLo – Message” is displayed.
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The wireless symbol indicates if on the current day a
radio signal is transmitted. Upon wireless activation,
the symbol is switched off for ½ s.

Flashing

If a fault is detected in the wireless module, the symbol flashes continuously.
Faulty device, must be replaced immediately. The device flashes continuously.
Saved data in the device is frequently still salvageable.

3.4.2 Check number
The check number in the display is used to verify the read-off due-date consumption value. Generation of the check number is very complex and even if the algorithm is known the check number cannot be determined without knowledge of the device password. The check number is calculated from
the following values:
 Due date consumption value
 Due date (month and year)
 Read-off device number
 Device password
The check number comprises two figures, only values from 00 to 99 are possible.
If one of the factors used for the check number calculation is changed, the check number is immediately recalculated.
3.5

Configuration of the device

To achieve a high level of flexibility, a large number of configurable functions are implemented in the
device.
 Each authorised person can individually set a desired configuration. The following are required
to do so:
 A suitable computer (laptop, PC or similar) with a configuration program
 The “KoKo” communication head
 The device password
 If necessary an anti-tamper seal, insofar as the device is electronically locked and must be
opened
The responsible billing company must ensure that the legal regulations are adhered to (heating costs
legislation / EN 834). This means first and foremost that for all heat cost allocators in a billing unit,
the billing relevant properties have been configured in the same way (e.g. measuring method, valuing
method, start date, due date, consumption metering mode).
3.5.1 Device password
A device password must be used so that only authorised persons can access the data content of the
device via the device interface. If required this password can be entered by the manufacturer. To prevent tampering with the device via the device interface, the responsible billing company must ensure
that only authorised persons know the password. For additional security, it is recommended that an
individual password is used for each property.
The password can be a combination of any ASCII characters. A length of 4 to 16 characters is reasonable.
The password can be changed at any time, if the relevant current password is already known and the
device is not electronically locked.
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Devices for which the device passwords are no longer known can be provided with a new password
using password release software. To prevent misuse, this software is only valid for known device
numbers and only on previously agreed days. If necessary it can be ordered from Müller-electronic.
3.5.2 Measuring method
If the device is equipped with 2 temperature sensors, the measuring method can be switched over.
The following possibilities are available:
 Single sensor system
 Single sensor system with start sensor
 Two sensor system
In this way the user can select the most suitable measuring method for their application. In doing so,
the requirements of the Heat Cost Allocation Law must be strictly adhered to. In a billing unit, all heat
cost allocators must be set to the same measuring method. In most cases, the “Two sensor system”
setting makes the most sense.
If the device has only one temperature sensor, then in the event of a 2-sensor measuring system configuration, an error is detected and the device becomes unusable.
3.5.3 Radiator valuation factors
The device can be set to both “unit-valued” and “product-valued”. Heat cost allocators are pre-set at
the manufacturer to “unit-valued”.
The valuation factors KQ, Kc1F and Kc2F are dependent on the radiator type, radiator measurements
and the height of installation of the device. For all common radiators these valuation factors are available in tabular form and can be ordered from the supplier of the device.
“Unit-valued” means that the heat cost allocator uses unit valuation factors for the consumption
measurement irrespective of the radiator type and method of mounting. The billing-relevant consumption value is calculated from the unit measured value by means of a ratio calculation with the relevant
radiator valuation factors.
“Product-valued” means that the valuation factors of the relevant radiator are known and are entered
in the heat cost allocator. The advantage of product-valued consumption measurement is that there is
a linear relation between the display value and the cost calculation and the end customer can more
easily understand the bill.
The valuation factors in the device can only be changed under certain conditions:
 As often as desired as long as the device is still open and no open message is displayed, i.e.
that no consumption measurement has yet taken place.
 If the device is closed (sealed) and set to “unit-valued”; then only on the day on which the device is reconfigured for the first time to “product-valued” (changing up until midnight on the
day in question can be performed as often as desired).
Important: Before reconfiguring to “product-valued” is carried out, the actual consumption value is
read out of the device and saved in the read-out device (laptop or similar). Then the actual consumption memory is set to “ZERO” and the desired valuation factors are registered. This process can be repeated multiple times until the end of the day (midnight), thereafter the heat cost allocator is finally
sealed. The existing due date consumption value and the monthly consumption values stored up until
that point remain available in unit-valued form.
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3.5.4 Start date
The device allows entry of a start date. Any consumption measurement is suppressed until this date is
reached.
The start data is freely configurable for up to 510 days from the date of configuration. If for example
01.01. is entered, consumption measurement starts on this day at 0:00 am.
For devices without a start date, it remains possible to enter a start date up until midnight on the day
of installation. For devices with a start date, the start date can still be changed up until the start date
is reached.
3.5.5 Due date
The last day of the month can be selected as the due date.
For example with a due date setting of “04” on the 30.04 at 23:59, the value of the current consumption display is copied into the due date consumption memory and then read-off from there for one
year at the display, via the inductive device interface or wirelessly. In a leap year, the due date value
is nevertheless saved on 28 February.
To be able to determine whether the due date consumption value originates from the previous year,
this display is set to “flash” three months before the due date is reached. If the due date is then
passed, the due date display no longer flashes, only the “M”.
A due date changeover can be performed at any time using PC software provided for this purpose
with the aid of the “KoKo” communication head, however the device password must be known. The
due date changeover is documented by the PC software.
3.5.6 Consumption metering mode on the due date: Zeroing I cumulative
The actual consumption display can either be set to “cumulative” (adding to the due date value) or
“zeroing” (on the due date, the display is automatically set to ZERO).
3.5.7 Read-off device number
The device makes it possible to enter an 8-figure customer-specified read-off device number that can
be freely selected. For the manufacturer this number is identical with the production serial number
which is only issued once and thus is always unique. To prevent double-numbering it is recommended
that the read-off device number and the production serial number are left the same. The read-off device number is printed by the manufacturer on the device housing so that the consumer can compare
the data of the heat cost allocator with the data on the consumption bill (insofar as the read-off device number has not subsequently been changed).
3.5.8 Display sequence
The device allows changing of the sequence of the scrolling display. Under certain conditions, the segment test, the product valuation display and the check number display can be switched on or off.
3.5.9 Basic configuration
The device receives the following basic configuration during manufacture:
Function

Single sensor system

Two sensor system

1

Device password

123

123

2

Measuring method

1F

2F

3

Valuing method

Unit-valued

Unit-valued

4

Start date

Immediate

Immediate

5

Due date

Dec = 31.12.

Dec = 31.12.
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Function

Single sensor system

Two sensor system

6

Consumption metering
mode

Zeroing on the due date

Zeroing on the due date

7

Read-off device number

= Production serial number

= Production serial number

8

Display sequence

All displays activated

All displays activated

9
Radio (if available)
Walk-by radio, maximum power Walk-by radio, maximum power
The device can be individually configured during manufacture according to customer wishes.
3.6

Open detection

The device can detect whether the housing is closely connected to the heat conductor and consequently whether the correct measuring conditions exist at the device. Open detection is automatically
activated as soon as the heat cost allocator is closed for the first time at midnight.
Once open detection is active and the device is then opened, the message “OPEn” is then output to
the display and simultaneously the actual consumption value and the actual date are saved in the
memory especially provided for this purpose.
This open message can be reset again by an authorised person with the aid of the “KoKo” communication head, the PC software “OpenReset” and the device password. Before the open message is reset, the seal should be checked.
Important: If the device is open, no consumption measurement takes place. However when the heat
cost allocator is again correctly closed, the consumption measurement is continued as normal, however the open message remains stored until it is reset.
3.7

Electronic lock

So that the consumption defining settings of the heat cost allocator cannot be changed via the device
interface by unauthorised persons, the device has an automatic locking mechanism. The electronic
lock is automatically activated once the start date has been reached (insofar as a start date was entered in the device) and if the heat cost allocator was correctly closed (attachment on the radiator and
secured with the tamper seal) and the clock reaches midnight.
After this the following data can no longer be changed: Device password, sensor variant, start date
Still changeable are: Wireless settings and display sequence.
There is a special condition for the valuation factors which allows a change to be made even in the
closed state.
A read-out with communication head is only possible with the device password and is independent of
the electronic lock.
The electronic lock is automatically reopened if the device has been opened for a period of about 15 s
(breaking of the seal).
3.8

Cold metering suppression

In 2-sensor operation, several mechanisms are incorporated in the device, which suppress a consumption measurement under high room temperatures in the summer, referred to as cold metering suppression, e.g. in direct sunlight in attic apartments.
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Cold metering suppression is achieved by the temperature sensors being very closely aligned with
each other and the internal software of the device continuously monitoring the temperature variation
and by applying a logic operation detecting whether heating operation is present or not. Irrespective
of the room temperature, the radiator must remain continuously at least 2.5 °C hotter than the room
air for more than 2 hours, only then does the heat cost allocator assume that heating operation exists.
However if the radiator has a temperature greater than 38 °C, consumption is always metered. It can
be assumed that a radiator in non-heating mode would not reach such a temperature.
3.9

Function check

The device automatically performs self-tests. This includes checking of the battery voltage, the central
processing unit and the temperature sensors. Detected errors are output to the display and in devices
with wireless capability transmitted via a radio telegram. Likewise, the error status can be read off via
the device interface.
If the consumption value is to be read-out via the display, in the flashing segment test a check is performed to see if all display segments are actuated.
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4

Storage mode

As standard, the device is delivered in storage mode. This makes sense because the power consumption is only 1/3 of that under normal operating conditions. The display, possible radio and measuring
mode are switched off.
As a check, storage mode can be indicated if the opening contact is briefly activated by pressing on
the radiator sensor. The following is then output to the display:
or

With radio

Without radio

If the device is left in this condition, the display turns off again at midnight.
As soon as the opening contact is pressed for a duration of at least 15 s (e.g. attachment to the radiator) of if configuration takes place via the device interface, the device exits storage mode and immediately starts consumption measurement.
The device can be stored for a period of at least 12 months in storage mode without the subsequent
operating duration of 10 years being compromised.
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5

Kc values

The Kc values are radiator-specific values that are used by the device to measure energy units proportional to the radiator’s energy output. These values have been determined for the device and comprise the factors Kc1F, Kc2F and KQ. The Kc-value table can be ordered from the device supplier.
Important: Kc values that have not been specifically determined for the device must not under any
circumstances be used with the device. This would be illegal, would result in huge errors and billing
performed in this way would not be legally valid.
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6

Technical data

Measuring principle

1 sensor system
1 sensor system with start sensor
2 sensor system

Design temperatures

tmin = 35°C, tmax = 95°C (2 sensor system)
tmin = 55°C, tmax = 95°C (1 sensor system)

Temperature resolution

≤ 0.07K

Metering start - overtemperature
(2 sensor system)

∆ Tz = 2.5K

Radiator power range

Power 10 W – 10,000 W

Display

5 ½ position LCD, permanent display

Battery life

10 years plus reserve

Measuring cycle

4 min

Due date

Adjustable to any last day of the month, pre-set
to 31.12.

Data logger

15 end-of-month values

Radio variants

M-Bus radio T1-Mode according to OMS alternative “walk-by radio”

Radio frequency

868 MHz

Transmission power (ERP), adjustable

+5 dBm, 0 dBm, -5 dBm

Transmission rate

100 000 Chips / s

Device interface

Inductive

Remote sensor cable length

3m

Dimensions (H x B x D)

95 x 38 x 22 [mm]

Protection class

IP 41

Storage temperature

-25°C to +60°C

Testing according to European standard

DIN EN 834

Approval

According to section 5 of the German Heat Cost
Allocation Law
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7

PC software

Several PC programs are available for measuring and processing the device data. Direct communication with the device takes place via the inductive device interface with the “KoKo” communication
head. For every communication with a device, the device password is first checked via the inductive
interface (with the exception of the first message containing device number and device type).
7.1

Configuration software

The configuration described in section 2.5 can be performed using the configuration software taking
into consideration the conditions of the electronic lock. Likewise this software is used to configure the
device radio.
7.2

Assignment software (creation of a master file)

This PC software supports the assignment of the device number to the installation location. It includes
the property, the dwelling and the place of installation of each device and creates a master file (csv
file) for this purpose. In doing so, the inductive interface is used to quickly and reliably transfer the
heat cost allocator data into the master file via the inductive device interface.
7.3

Read-out software (with “KoKo”)

The read-out software supports manual read-out. All billing relevant data are saved in a file for further
processing via the device interface - the due date, the due date value, the last 15 end-of-month values, error status etc..
7.4

OpenReset

This software is use to reset the open error message of a device.
7.5

Walk-By-Radio read-out software

With walk-by radio the heat cost allocator data are sent according to a proprietary radio protocol. In
doing so the device transfers the following data: Date, time, device number, error number, error data,
consumption value on the error day, consumption value on the due date, due day date, due date
check number and the last 15 end-of-month values. Likewise the consumption value from the last day
changeover is sent provided no error message exists. This software requires data that must be made
available in a master file. Heat cost allocators that are configured for OMS wireless can also be read
out using this software.
7.6

OMS wireless installation software

This software supports configuration of the data logger and checks the receiving field strength of each
radio/wireless device.
7.7

Installation radio - trigger software

This software is used to trigger the installation radio of the device. When the “KoKo” is attached, the
device is immediately placed in installation radio mode. This means that until midnight the device
sends the pre-set radio protocol at intervals of about 2 minutes.
7.8

New due date

This software is used to change the device due date, without it being necessary to remove the device
from the radiator.
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8

Approvals, standards and regulations

The device is approved according to section 5 of the German Heat Cost Allocation Law (HKVO) with
approval number C3 02 2011 and fulfils European Standard EN 834, 11/1994 for heat cost allocators
with an electrical power supply. Moreover the requirements and testing specifications of draft standard DIN EN 834 07/2010 have been taken into consideration.
Approval of the wireless module in the device according to EN 300-220.
The user of the device must consider the following for legally compliant billing:
 Heat cost legislation (in Germany the Heat Cost Allocation Law)
 The device installation manual for correct installation
 Use of similar heat cost allocators in a billing unit
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9

Appendix

9.1

Type overview

Version

Type designation

Compact device, single sensor system
Remote sensor device, single sensor system
Compact device, two sensor system
Remote sensor device, two sensor system
Compact device with w-M-Bus-radio
Remote sensor device with w-M-Bus-radio
Compact device with walk-by-radio
Remote sensor device with walk-by-radio
9.2

Operating modes

Important: Changing KQ, KC1F or Kc2F always causes resetting of the actual display; always backup
first.
*1 It is possible to change between “E” mode and “Ev” mode as often as desired without an open
message being generated.
*2 In “D” mode Kc values can be changed as frequently as desired.
*3 Except if the start data has not yet been reached.
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9.3

Error messages

Error
number

Error type

Test frequency

Description

F

Software
crash

Result

Permanent “Error” in the display, time
and date begin with “0”

1

System error Hourly

2

Memory con- Hourly
tents defective

3

Radiator
sensor error

Every meas- Sensor short circuit (above approx. 120
urement
ºC sensor temperature) or open circuit
(breakage)

4

Room air
sensor error

Every meas- Sensor short circuit (above approx. 120
urement
ºC sensor temperature) or open circuit
(breakage)

5

Battery discharged

Every day at Battery voltage has fallen below 2.4 V,
0:00
measurements are halted

6

Pre-warning
battery discharged

Every day at Battery voltage has fallen below 2.8 V,
device should be replaced, additionally
0:00
“bAtLo” appears in the display sequence.

7

Open message

3 s contact

Contact for open detection is closed. The
actual consumption value is saved together with the actual date upon detection of the open message. “OPEn” appears in the display sequence.

8

Radio error

Radio trip

Radio module signals error, wireless symbol in the display flashes continuously.

9

Reset-counter >15

For each reset

Number of resets during the lifecycle. No
message on the display.

Remark

Measurements
are stopped, fatal error, device,
Normal operation no longer possible (e.g. must be rehardware error exists)
placed immediately, display
Parameters for consumption calculation
flashes continuare damaged (may occur if configuration ously displaying
data are incorrectly written to memory)
“Error”

Device still
measures correctly

If no error exists, there is a “0” in the error memory.
As soon as an error occurs, the error date is saved in the error time memory.
The error numbers are weighted according to priority. F has the highest priority. If multiple errors occur sequentially, higher priority overwrites lower priority. For error numbers FF to 5, no further error
test s are performed.
The error number is not output to the display. However, it is possible to read from the device interface
(PC, “KoKo”, device password).
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Remark: Concerning error number 7, open message (“OPEn” flashing in the display)
The open message can be reset by an authorised service person. To do so appropriate (PC) software,
the communication head “KoKo” and the device password are required (as authorisation to make
changes in the electronic heat cost allocator).
Justification: If a radiator replacement is intentionally undertaken, a fitter must remove the device
from the radiator and then refit it on the replacement radiator. Even if open detection remains active,
the device continues to measure the consumption.
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10

Valuation

10.1 Product-valued
The valuation uses the correct KQ, Kc1F and Kc2F, valued according to the radiator-specific K-values.
The following applies: Consumption values = Read-out values
During valuation of unit-valued heat cost allocators, a differentiation must be made between the following device variants:
10.2 Unit valuation devices with radiator sensor without room sensor
Single sensor without start sensor, compact and remote sensor
Unit valuation upon delivery: KQ,E = 1.00; Kc1F,E = 1.00
The following applies: Consumption values = Read-out values * KQ * KcE1
With Kc-factor for unit valuation KcE1 = Kc1F/1.00.
10.3 Unit valuation devices with radiator sensor and room temperature sensor
10.3.1 Compact design
Single sensor with compact start sensor
Unit valuation upon delivery: KQ,E = 1.00; Kc1F,E = 1.411; Kc2F,E = 2.601
The following applies: Consumption values = Read-out values * KQ * KcE1
With Kc-factor for unit valuation KcE1 = Kc1F/1.411.
Two sensor compact
Unit valuation upon delivery: KQ,E = 1.00; Kc1F,E = 1.411; Kc2F,E = 2.601
The following applies: Consumption values = Read-out values * KQ * KcE2
With Kc-factor for unit valuation KcE2 = Kc2F/2.601.
10.3.2 Remote sensor version
Twin sensor and single sensor with start sensor
Unit valuation upon delivery: KQ,E = 1.00; KcFF,E = 1.121
The following applies: Consumption values = Read-out values * KQ * KcE,FF
With Kc-factor for unit valuation KcE,FF = KcFF/1.121.
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